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1. Introduction
Along with the rapid development of urban construction, the rapid increase the number of
motor vehicles, so that the city's air pollution worsened in some areas of serious
deterioration in air quality. With the increased concern over pollutants in urbanized cities,
extensive investigation such as field measurements, laboratory-scale physical modelling and
computational fluid dynamics techniques (CFD), have been launched in recent years to
study the wind flow in street canyons[1]. The major parameters affecting pollutant transport
are ambient conditions(wind speed and direction), building geometry(height, width, and
roof shape), street dimensions(width), model of dimensions etc, and these factors shoud be
considered. But with the limit of computional techniques, based on the three-dimensional
numerical simulation is not widely carried out, particularly for some of the complex
structure of the street (as a crossroads) study of literature is more rare, most studies(e.g.,
Kim and Baik (2001), Chan et al.(2002)) employ high-quality two-dimensional numbercal
simulations approach[2]. However, with the ever-increasing computational power, it is now
feasible to employ three-dimensional numerical simulations technique to simulate buildingscale flow and dispersion in real street canyons.

2. Computational model and boundary conditions
2.1 Computational model
The three-dimensional computional domain consists of two parallel arranged in a string of
street in the streamwise direction. The origin of coordinates is located in the center of the
bottom of the buildings. (Fig.1). The flow properties of the street canyon of the domain are
presented in the following discussion. h and b denotes the height and the width of the street
canyon, respectively. The height of the street canyon of aspect ratio (H=h=2b) and the freestream inflow speed U are considered as the reference length and velocity scales,
respectively. The Reynolds number is prescribed at 9.0X105. The flow is treated as an
incompressible, isothermal, and pseudo steady-state turbulence[2].
2.2 Boundary conditions
In the three-dimensional computional domain, the solid boundaries at the bottom and
around the building are assumed as no-slip wall conditions. The inlet boundary condition in
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the upstream direction: u = U , υ = 0 , ω = 0 . The outlet boundary condition in the
∂u
∂u
∂u
downstream direction:
=0,
=0,
= 0 . Other boundaries are considered as
∂x
∂y
∂z

symmetry conditions: u = U , υ = 0 , ω = 0 .(Fig.1)

3. Figures

(a) Stereogram

Building

(b) Projection of X-Y plane

Fig. 1. Computational model and Boundary conditions

4. Equations
In the use of software “Fluent” to model calculation, the first step needs to build a variety of
Street Canyon models and a reasonable mesh in pre-processor Gambit, and then the
definition of the boundary conditions and the physical model can be used to solve the
model in fluent software.[3]
The three-dimensional computional domain chooses hex and wedge grids. The totle
numbers of the grids is 2,755,206.The precision ε takes10-6. This simulation carries on by the
parallel computer in Donghua University. The coming velocity: U = 2.0m / s .
In this paper the results are based on the numerical solution to the governing fluid flow and
transport equations, which are derived from basic conservation principles as follows:
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The mass conservation equation[4]:

∂ui
=0
∂xi

65

(1)

( ui mean velocity component in the ( x , y , z) directions (ms −1 ) )
The momentum conservation (Navier–Stokes) equation[4]:
uj

∂ui
∂u
ρ − ρn
1 ∂p
∂
) gi −
(υ i − ui''u ''j )
=(
+
∂x j
ρn
ρ ∂xi ∂x j ∂x j

(2)

( ui mean velocity component in the ( x , y , z ) directions (ms −1 ) ; ui'' mean velocity fuctuation in
the ( x , y , z ) directions (ms −1 ) ; υ mean kinematic viscosity (ms −1 ) ;
g mean acceleration due to gravity (ms −2 ) )
The realizable k − ε equations[4]:
ui

ui
( Gb = β g

μt ∂θ

Prt ∂xi

μ
∂k
1 ∂ ⎡⎛
=
⎢⎜⎜ μ + t
∂xi ρ ∂xi ⎣⎢⎝
σk

μ
∂ε
1 ∂ ⎡⎛
=
⎢⎜ μ + t
∂xi ρ ∂xi ⎣⎢⎜⎝
σk
; μ t = ρC μ

k2

ε

⎞ ∂k ⎤ 1
1
⎥ + Pk − ε + Gb
⎟⎟
ρ
⎠ ∂xi ⎦⎥ ρ

(3)

⎞ ∂ε ⎤
1
ε2
ε
⎟⎟ ∂x ⎥ + C 1Sε − C 2 k + υε + ρ Cε 1 k Cε 3Gb
⎠ i ⎦⎥

(4)

; Pk = υt ×

∂ui ∂ui ∂u j
(
+
) ; σ k = 1.0 ; Cε 1 = 1.44 ; Cε 3 = tanh υ u ;
∂x j ∂x j ∂xi

β mean the thermal expansion coefcient)

5. Conclusion

Fig. 2. Velocity distribution in y-z plane at x = 0.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
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Fig. 2 depicts clearly a large vorticity in the back of the buildings in the direction of the
wind. More detailed analysis reveals that some of the second vorticity, which are recent
Oval, can be clearly observed in the back of the buildings. In addition, flow lines are
basically as the same as the profile of the streets.

Fig. 3. Velocity distribution in y-z plane at x = 1.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
Fig. 3 shows that in a cross-section of the building, none of vorticity can be found in the
streets, but a small vorticity is observed in the bottom of the both sides of buildings. In
addition, flow lines are basically as the same as the profile of the streets.

Fig. 4. Velocity distribution in y-z plane at x = 2.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
Fig. 4 depicts clearly some recent circle vorticities in the back of the buildings in the
direction of the wind. In the back of the buildings of both sides, a large vorticity is found
and in the middle of the back of the building, a vorticity is observed at the top of the streets.
In addition, flow lines are basically as the same as the profile of the streets.
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Fig. 5. Velocity distribution in x-z plane at y = 0.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
As shown in Fig. 5, some strong vorticities are found in the every target streets. The flow
lines are raised when it first reaches the urban building. The flow lines at roof level are
almost parallel to the ground after the flow passed several urban buildings with identical
height. The flow under this configuration is found to be stable within the whole simulation
period, as also stated by Gerdes and Olivari (1999). [5]

Fig. 6. Velocity distribution in x-z plane at y = 1.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
As shown in Fig. 6, there is no vorticity, in the direction of the wind, the speed lines are
sparse, while the flow lines are intensive in the leeward direction, The flow lines at roof
level is almost parallel to the ground after the flow passed several urban buildings with
identical height.
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Fig. 7. Velocity distribution in x-z plane at y = 2.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
As shown in Fig. 7, some strong vorticities are found in the every target streets. The first
street in the direction of wind has a large vorticity, in the first two streets, there are
respectively two vorticities (a large vorticity, a small vorticity), and the vorticity can not be
found in the last street. But some vorticities can be found on the lower part of the building in
the leeward direction at the bottom of the streets.

Fig. 8. Velocity distribution in x-y plane at z = 0.5 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
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As described in Fig. 8, some strong vorticities are found in the every target streets. The
number of vorticity in the direction of the wind is more than that in the leeward direction.
some large recent oval vorticity can be found in the back of the buildings in the direction of
the wind. It is found that the wind is difficult to go through the streets.

Fig. 9. Velocity distribution in x-y plane at z = 2.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
As described in Fig. 9, some strong vorticities are found in the every target streets. With the
high degree increasing, there is a clear vorticity on the back part of the building in the
leeward direction. In addition, flow lines are basically as the same as the profile of the
streets.
As described in Fig. 10, none of strong vorticity is found on this cross-section. The contours
of x velocities are not found above the streets, so the flow of this part, to the basic, is
unchanged.
Three-dimensional flow-field is investigated in street canyons at a Reynodes number of 9.0 ×
105 using a realizable k − ε model, and we get the results (depicted in the front). The present
model can exactly describe the flow-field in street canyons and we can get the results in any
directions. The results of the present numerical model show that X velocity in the upstream
directions is as same as that outside the street canyon, but X velocity is lower in most parts
of inside the street canyons, and the air inside and outside streets is difficult to be exchanged
In this paper only the velocities in X direction could be shown, other results are not
mentioned. The pollution in the streets does not considered. So, More works need to be
done to perfect our research.
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Fig. 10. Velocity distribution in x-y plane at z = 3.0 and a Reynolds number is 9.0 × 105
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